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About roundabouts
Lee County is designing a roundabout at Buckingham Road and Gunnery Road. Roundabouts provide many
operational benefits when compared with traditional intersections. These include less delay, less expense to
maintain, sufficient capacity to accommodate fluctuating traffic, longer life span and fewer, less severe crashes.
Roundabouts reduce travel time by allowing traffic in all directions to flow continuously. Motorists travel right around
the circle and proceed in their intended direction without stopping. Studies show a significant time savings because
motorists do not have to wait to make left-turns. Roundabouts are efficient both during high traffic and low traffic.
Even if there are many vehicles using the intersection, vehicles can move continuously with little or no delay. Vehicles
do not have to wait for a signal to change when there are no other vehicles in the intersection. The roundabout
design accommodates large trucks, school buses and emergency vehicles by providing a center truck apron.
Roundabouts provide improved safety for all modes of travel. One benefit is an overall reduction in vehicle
speed while still accommodating all traffic movements. In addition, conflict points with vehicles are reduced as
shown below.
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• 9 points in the intersection where traffic intersects – 3 of each conflict point types:
diverging, merging and crossing
• 3-legged roundabout, there are 6 conflict points – 3 diverging and 3 merging
• A roundabout has 33% reduction in traffic conflict points
• Head-on and high-speed collisions are virtually eliminated

Crossing

Modern roundabouts are designed to be safer for pedestrians and bicyclists than traditional intersections.
Vehicles are moving at a slower rate of speed in roundabouts - typically between 15 and 20mph. Crosswalks also
are set further back from traffic, allowing drivers more time to react to pedestrians and bicyclists before merging
into or out of the roundabout. Triangular islands between lanes of traffic give pedestrians a safe place to wait
if they choose to cross only one direction of traffic at a time. The center of a roundabout is used for decorative
features, which could include landscaping.
To view a video or download written materials on roundabouts, please visit the website at:
(www.BuckinghamGunneryRoundabout.com)

Why Roundabouts Make Sense
Improves safety
• More than 90% reduction in fatalities
• 76% reduction in injuries
• 35% reduction in all crashes
• Slower speeds are generally safer for pedestrians
Reduces congestion
• Efficient during both peak hours and
other times
• Typically less delay

Saves money
• No signal equipment to install, power and maintain
• Often less pavement needed
Improves the area’s look
• Signal wires, poles and ground equipment are
eliminated
• Center of roundabout used for landscaping,
fountains, public art, etc.

Reduces emissions and fuel consumption
• Fewer stops and hard accelerations; less time idling

Join Us for a Public Meeting

Tuesday, October 13, 2020

5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Please visit the website to
sign-up for the public meeting
www.BuckinghamGunneryRoundabout.com

Gunnery Road Baptist Church

1880 Gunnery Rd N, Lehigh Acres, FL 33971
Please follow the CDC guidelines, wear a mask
and socially distance while attending.

Or get all information on the Website
If you do not want to attend the in-person public
meeting, all meeting materials are available on the
website.
www.BuckinghamGunneryRoundabout.com
You may submit your comments and questions on the
website and they will be answered within two weeks.
For more information, please contact:

Kris Cella, Cella Molnar & Associates, Inc., public
outreach consultant at KCella@cella.cc

